Letter to FCC - Docket 20-32 - 5G Fund for Rural America
To Federal Communications Commission
RE: Docket 20-32 5G Fund for Rural America
Date: July 25, 2020
From: Cindy Lee Russell, MD
Dear FCC Members:
You are proposing to provide $9 Billion to telecommunications companies to expand 5G to rural
areas through a Universal Service Fund so Americans can “enjoy the same benefits from our
increasingly digital economy as their urban counterparts”.
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-363946A1.pdf

While this seems a laudable goal, I oppose this proposition on several grounds:
1) 5G is Untested for Safety. 5G is a new wireless technology system using a swirling mix of low,
mid and high band wireless frequencies in a thicket of cell antennas. This system has not been
shown to be safe for humans or the environment. (1) T mobile (mentioned in the report) will be
using low frequency bands, however high frequency bands can be added later. Monitoring ,
testing and health surveys have not been addressed in urban environments for 5G, thus why
would we place 5G in sensitive rural and wildlife areas?
2) Agricultural Concerns. There is real concern about harm to insects exposed to a broad spectrum
of wavelengths. Agriculture is sustained by a healthy and diverse environment and especially
pollinating insects. We are already seeing a massive die off of insects and a loss of biodiversity
worldwide. Could this insect decline be connected to increasing wireless technology from cell
towers emitting radiation, considering that animals are extremely sensitive to EMF’s?, Could it
be a contributing factor in addition to other widespread toxic exposures from pesticides and
manufacturing waste? Microwave frequencies are used to kill insects in grain. This is reported
to be a heat effect, however resonance effects can increase the lethality at lower temperatures,
depending on the frequency. Independent research on types of frequencies animals and insects
are sensitive to and what levels would be safe has not been done. Prior to that a 5G moratorium
is needed. (29) It is irrational to do otherwise. (3-7)
3) It is an Unnecessary Subsidy. This is an unnecessary subsidy to telecom, who has been sued for
reportedly misusing funds in the past. Telecommunications companies had a plan to place
fiberoptic to cities several years ago and was given money to so at the public expense. This did
not materialize. They failed in placing fiberoptic for this purpose and then shifted to wireless
systems, presumably because they are cheaper to place. (15-16, 30)
4) Digital Divide Solved: Fiberoptic to the Home and to the Farm. The digital divide will not be
solved with this plan. Companies can charge what they wish for their services and those with
limited income will not be able to afford it. Where is regulation on industry charges?. Cities
prefer to solve the digital divide by installing and operating their own fiberoptic broadband
networks, but are barred in several states, by law, from doing so. The best approach would be to
give the money to cities to install and control their own municipal cabled/ fiberoptioc
broadband service to all within their city or county. This would close the digital divide quite

nicely and allow for local control as cities know best what they need. This is being done already

in some parts of rural America. Regarding rural internet cooperatives with local
investments, a farmer states “This cooperative model could bring high quality Internet
access to every farm in the country. It’s time we stop giving billions of dollars to the big
telephone companies that have refused to meet local needs. There is a better way,
there are better models emerging. We can do this. RS Fiber proves it.”
https://www.muninetworks.org/reports/rs-fiber-fertile-fields-new-rural-internetcooperative (10-14, 31)

5) Rural 5G are longer frequencies. The frequencies T Mobile (mentioned in the draft) have been
purchased through the FCC Spectrum auction and are low band (600 MHz), similar to lower
frequencies already used in large macrotowers. These are preferred in rural areas as longer
wavelengths transmit very long distances, and in addition pass through buildings, humans and
animals. Why is it necessary to have a special fund for this? These are regular cell towers and
need to be developed and permitted in the same way they have been historically, not with
government funds.
6) Benefits of 5G are Overrated and Supply Driven. The benefits you claim for 5G are
manufactured by industry. They are supply driven and do not consider any downside to human
health, the environment, or the changes in society (especially children) from overuse of this
technology that are seen in urban areas. Some call this “High Tech Dystopia”. (8,9)
7) Copper landlines. Money needs to be put back into maintaining critical copper landlines that
have been the best, most sophisticated and cheapest means of worldwide communication and
especially in emergencies. Landlines can save lives. Landlines also provide for internet access
albeit slower. This is what we used quite successfully for years before the wireless industry
mushroomed. The loss of landlines has been difficult for older persons who are then forced into
wireless devices that are more expensive, with poorer quality of voice and with less reliability.
(17)
8) Fiber to the Home and to the Farm. For rural areas that are prone to fire, fiberoptic, cabled
networks and land lines are the best means of communication. This was demonstrated in fires in
California and elsewhere. (11,17)
9) Fiberoptic is just as fast. Fiberoptic is as fast or faster than wireless with less energy use. (11)
10) Privacy and Security . A wired/fiberoptic network is always the most reliable and most

secure internet connection for government, business, academic, medical or personal
purposes. Fiberoptic needs to be placed for secure and private connections, not wireless. That

is why they are used by research labs and healthcare systems. (14)
11) Fiberoptic has to be Built Anyway. 5G needs to have large backbone of fiberoptic to operate
anyway. Best to just build the 5G to stimiulate the economy with jobs and without the
downsides of 5G. https://www.ciena.com/insights/articles/5G-wireless-needs-fiber-and-lots-ofit_prx.html
12) Do we need 5G? 5G is advertised as needed for faster downloads. Do we need this when it is
largely for movies? Downloading large amounts of data have much higher energy and higher risk
to human health.
13) Increased energy consumption.. (18-28)

Respectfully submitted.,
Cindy Russell, MD
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